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Our Idea

Our project called „diffeRent“ is a mobile peer-to-peer app with the background idea of making unused and slowly gathering dust devices 

accessible to others.  

 

“In other words, it’s a  
renting app!”

Fabian Ikizoglu

In order to counteract today’s throwaway society, we are setting an 

example with our app! We achieve this with the help of the Ionic 

framework, which allows us to generate an app for Android and iOS with 

the same codebase. We implement persistent data storage with the 

Cloud Firestore Database offered by Google.

save  
the  
planet

Why lend it?

Why borrow it?

Why buy when you can rent? Whether it's a camera to use for your ski trip or a mixer for baking a cake. 

Did you know that, on average, every household has  
more than € 3,000 invested on unused items? 

and some money along the way!

Waste less

Problem

The Process

people don’t like spending money buying things, that they are just using for a short period of time 
finding people to ask for a item, is difficult and often times doesn’t feel right (telling why you need it) 
Pseudo-Sharing of large concern 
not enough money

Your neighbour's need 
might just be laying in 
your garage!

Be unbound90% cheaper than buying Only temporarily Stay up-to-date

By borrowing things you can 
always borrow the newest 
models and don’t have to 
use your old products 
without spending a lot of 
money

Safe about 90% of the 
actual product price by just 
only paying for the product 
when you actually need it, 
instead of all the time. 

You need a bike in the new 
city you’ll move but don’t 
have the possibility to 
transport it there? No 
Problem! Just rent it there!

You are not the fancy 
photographer at home but 
want to take a few pictures 
to remind you on your 
holiday trip? Just rent a 
camera for it !
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To adress our target user group, we first had to “define” our target user group. To always have in mind who we are designing for, we 
developed our personas. You will find them often through the rest of the project.  
 
This helped a lot, because it was easy to have a look at the pain points and other important informations while discussing some points of the 
later on design. By personalizing our target group we had a much better understading of our audience.

"I don't want to buy  
everthing new, just to  
use it once." 

Emily  
Schneider
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Motivations

Location
Family

23
Student
London
Parents 

money

convenience

sunstainability

sharing

introvert

thinking

sustainable

reliable

extrovert

feeling

unsustainable

inconstant

Rent things from neighborhood
Try new things
Save money

Spend much money on things 
that are not often used

Emily studies business psychology 
and lives in a shared flat. In her free 
time she likes to draw and spends  
time with her friends. She loves to  
travel and tries to save some money  
for that. 

Emily  
Schneider
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Alter
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About

Kurzbiografie

Wohnort
Familie

23

"My goal is to become  
more sustainable and to 
share the things that I don't  
need often with others." 

Goals

Personality

Motivations
money

convenience

sustainabiliy

sharing

introvert

thinking

sustainable

extrovert

feeling

unsustainable

Be sustainable
Give unused items a purpose 
again  
Help others/share things

Things you don't need that often, 
just lie in the cupboard 

Daniel is an art director working in an  
advertesing agency in Brighton. In his  
spare time he loves to play tennis with  
his wife. Since his company pays a lot  
of attention to sustainability, he would  
like to include this into his private life  
as well.

Daniel  
Neumann

Frustrations

Age
Occupation
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Bio

Location
Family

People buy everthing new but  
only use it once

38
Art Director
Brighton
Wife and one child
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For the Low-Fi wireframes we didn’t do any major changes on most screens. We added a screen for the first sign up and the chat window.  

 

In the product detail screen we exchanged the two button option of renting and chatting with one button which gets you immediately to the 

chat to discuss the renting of the product. Since the floating add button at the bottom navigation would not necessarily be needed in this 

screen we decided to make it a changing icon according to the currently active screen. This was also incorporated in the screen for adding a 

new product where it would transform into a checkmark to confirm the addition of the new product. 

For our scribble screens we were looking for inspiration from other 

apps with similar concepts and tried to incorporate familiar 

elements which are easy to identify. For the main navigation we 

decided on a bottom navigation with the option to go the main 

feed page with a search bar and the profile page at any time.  

 

It also includes the button to add new products to share with 

others. We also wanted to give the user the option to narrow down 

their search with a filter. In the product detail screen we added 

two buttons for the user to choose between renting the product or 

opening a chat with the distributor first. 

In the profile the user can use a toggle bar to switch between their own shared products and their rented products and can look at their own 
ratings from other users.

Because our app doesn’t target one specific user group we tried to make the design appealing to a wide range of different people. As the 

font type for the app we chose "Poppins" and use it in seven different sizes or weights the smallest size being 15 so that user still be able to 

read everthing. For our color concept we decided on two blue tones which make it easy to look at and identify interactive aspects. We only 

used the light mint green for some highlights so it doesn’t look to monotone and the red for small informational details which should still be 

visible even if the color cannot be identified. We made the edges of the Buttons and Product pictures a bit rounded to give a smooth feeling 

and have some consistency with the round action button in the middle of the navigation bar and the round profile pictures. We 

incorporated some commonly used icons like a magnifying glass for the search or pen to edit he profile and added clear labelling to make 

the use of the app as easy as possible for everyone. 
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Awesome ! See you then !

Are there any functions/Buttons which were not understandable/ not  
easy to recognise?

Evaluation

To find undetected errors and get a better 

understanding on what works for the overall 

navigation we conducted two small user tests 

with about six subjects each. We gave them two 

use cases (see personas) with tasks they 

should achieve. We asked them to share their 

thoughts while using the clickable prototypes 

and answer a few questions which we prepared 

beforehand.

Questions:

Would you like to be given the option to rate the product and the 
renting experience with the other user respectively or would you 
rather just have one overall rating?

Is ist clear that in to filter price or date a drop down menu is used?

Is the renting process with the chat function clear?

Where did you have the most difficulties?

1

2

For the first test we were using our 
low fidelity wireframes to see if the 
structure and placing of interactive 
elements like buttons would work. 
With the evaluation we found many 
errors and input on how we can 
further improve the user experience. 

Confusing Checkmark 

Missing confirmation screen 

Add product condition

Add a number behind the  
rating stars (indication that  
you can click to see the  
ratings)

Unclear Date Picker 

Missing Confirmation Button 

Missing Price Filter

Standardised descriptions 

Pick-up Place is missing 

Chat button at another place  

Camera Tag as Button 

Condition of the product
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12345 London 
emily23@gmail.com
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With all mounts and (underwater) 
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Done

You successfully added the product 
GoPro Hero 5 black  

for 
45€/week!

Back to Feed View in Profile

The second test was conducted 
using the high fidelity prototype 
to find out if there are still some 
errors and if the overall look and 
feel is appealing to the user. 
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Two ratings can be confusing  
and hard to separate what  
means what

Add an exit button to the 
adding a product screen 
 
Give an explanation to the 
different condition states 
(what exactly means “good” 
what means “ok”)

Make the pick up and drop off 
date more clear (adding 
weekday) 
 
Not clear were the back 
button at the confirmation 
chat would lead to confusion 
if it goes pack to the calendar

Product  
screen

Adding a  
new product

Renting  
Process

HIGH  
FIDELITY

In our high fi prototype we added a lot more screens to be able to see all the interactions with the app which are currently possible. We also 

implemented the design elements and colours we established in the design system. We made some changes according to the user Input 

from the first and later from the second user test.  

 

The biggest changes from the Low-Fi prototype are that we changed the renting process so that the user can now immediately rent the 

product without going through the chat first. We also added the option of extending the renting period which can be found on the feed page.  

 

To give the user more feedback we added a confirmation screen which appears after adding a new product as well as after renting or 

extending a product. 
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